











Fundamentals of Risk Theory in Engineering Science： Issues in  






Abstract: The fundamentals of risk theory in the field of engineering science are reviewed 
and discussed in this paper. The risk theory has been studied and is used in various fields. 
Risks in engineering science have been principally defined as the product of probability 
and hazards; however, the definitions of risks in various fields are different from each 
other. The risk theory is currently used as a fundamental tool in the decision-making in 
significant projects and political issues.  The fundamental knowledge on the risk theory 
in engineering science may be helpful to students in this field, in terms of their careers 
and life. Examples are selected primarily from issues pertaining to natural disasters and 
geotechnology, which may be common to various risks in other fields. 
  

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 2 3( , , , , )i i nr f    =            （4） 
 
ここに， irは，対象とする問題における幾つか
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図 2 モノとヒトが有する不確実性 
 
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































図 7 リスクとクライシスマネジメント 
⇒本論では，このような関係を前提に議論を進める． 
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